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The Hyojeong CheonBo Autumn Great Works that took place this year on October 23 and 24 (Saturday 
and Sunday) was the 1,530th Chung Pyung workshop. Of course, this year was different from the past. 
The training center parking lot was not full of cars and no families flew in from countries around the 
globe to liberate their ancestors or to increase their heavenly fortune through this year's Autumn Great 
Works. 
 
Instead, they gained those blessings from home. The training center staff managed to duplicate the spirit 
and substance of a Great Works experience online. It physically took place in what had been the Chung 
Pyung Training Center and now is Cheonwon Church. That the congregation of the Cheonwon Church 
was there in person helped those at home to feel quite similar sensations as we would have if we had 
physically in the room. It felt as if we had just walked through the doors at the back of the hall and sat 
down in the back row. 
 
The benefits of attending the great works virtually or in person -- the inheritance of heavenly fortune and 
the fulfilment of wishes were the same; it was indeed an Autumn Festival of Heavenly Fortune for the 
Great Victory of a Heavenly Unified Korea and a Heavenly Unified World. 
 
Part One 

 

Online resources 

 

The training center staff had prepared online optional features for the 2021 Hyojeong CheonBo Autumn 
Great Works. Training Center Planning Director Jong Jin Kim, who was the master of ceremonies for part 
one of the Great Works, introduced four online resources, which were only available during the two days. 
 
The first resource taught meditation for self-contemplation as something to incorporate into one's 
lifestyle. 
 
Director Kim said, "I hope you will find some time to watch it and reflect on your life." 
 
The second feature was a lecture introducing the CheonBo Leader School (CLS) a program offered by the 
CheonBo Education Center. The CheonBo Leader School has established field-oriented education 
programs based on purification and education. Each of these programs is called a "school." CheonBo 
Leader School One helps new guests understand Heavenly Parent's Holy Community by studying the 
Divine Principle and True Parents' life courses, gradually guiding them to become FFWPU members. 
CheonBo Leader School Two is a training course on management for heavenly tribal messiahs and 
teaches how to lead home groups. CheonBo Leader School Three guides leaders to gain the necessary 
skills for operating CheonBo home churches as true heavenly tribal messiahs by guiding CheonBo 
couples to develop various coaching techniques. 



 

 

 
The third feature was a lecture on improving family relationships, which among other points explained 
differences between men and women and offered tips on methods of conversation so that couples could 
find ways of communicating more effectively. 
 
The fourth special feature was a 360-degree Virtual Reality Pilgrimage from the Hanwon Jip (a teahouse 
constructed in traditional Korean style) up the Path of Heavenly Fortune to Heavenly Fortune Peak. 
 

 
 
Great works 

 

The Autumn CheonBo Great Works began with a hyojeong cultural performance as a means of 
expressing gratitude for the grace everyone was about to receive during their time together centering on 
Heavenly Parent and the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind. 
 
Happy Band, comprising ten musicians, preformed "Sing Praise," "Day of Glory" and "Grace." This was 
followed by a clapping session for the liberation of ancestors. 
 
Following that, Ms. Gayeon Kim, the head of the Mind–Body Therapy Center, demonstrated Cheon Il 
Guk Hyojeong Exercises. She told the participants, "All of us at the Mind–Body Therapy Center do these 
Hyojeong Cheon Il Guk exercises accompanied by Korean Gugak [national, traditional] music for the 
safe settlement of heavenly Korea and the restoration of all things…. Through these Hyojeong Cheon Il 
Guk Exercises, I hope your body and mind will bloom anew in harmony and that you will be re-created as 
beautiful, fragrant CheonBo flowers." Following this was a Hyojeong Testimony (See page 35). 
 
MC Kim then took the podium and declared, "From the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, 
who have direct dominion, together with Hyo Jin nim, who opened and liberated heaven so it resembles a 
flower garden, Heung Jin nim, commander-in-chief of spirit world, Dae-mo nim, who offered a life 
devoted to heaven with loyalty, and the absolute good spirits, we have been given the opportunity to hold 
a Hyojeong CheonBo Special Chanyang Session." Members throughout the world joined those in True 
Parents' homeland in doing ansu. 
 
Entertainment 

 

A team of Japanese members performed a traditional dance to the song, "Soran Bushi," which is about 
fishermen encouraging one another to put all their effort into rowing a boat on the high seas. They had 
caught many fish, so the boat was heavy-laden. The dancers portrayed the fishermen as well as the ocean 
waves. The energy the dancers exuded fit the music perfectly and could be felt through one's computer 
screen. 
 
Part Two 

 

The Hyojeong CheonBo Special Commemorative Ceremony for the 2021 Autumn Hyojeong 

CheonBo Great Works 

 

During the CheonBo Great Works, they held a Hyojeong Offering Ceremony for the Inheritance of 
Heavenly Fortune, gathering the jeongseong offered by members around the world for the establishment 
of a heavenly unified Korea and a heavenly unified world. Also, during this Great Works, a Great Festival 



 

 

for the Blessing of All Things was an opportunity for each family to inherit a special holy candle and to 
participate in a special unison prayer that was conducted at the Tree of All Things. 
 
Additionally, the Hyojeong Offering Ceremony for Purification was a special grace expunging all the 
traces and memories of sin from our ancestors that have become absolute good spirits. The leaders and 
regular members who attended the CheonBo Great Works were filled with tremendous grace and blessing 
through the Hyojeong Offering Ceremony for Purification. 
 
 

 
 
Statement to Heaven by Rev. Gi-seong Lee 

 

"Most beloved True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind! Today, please bestow amazing grace on 
the ancestors who receive blessings through the Hyojeong CheonBo Special Commemorative Ceremony 
and open the great era of resurrection to all the heavenly tribal messiahs to raise them to a brighter and 
more beautiful state than before. 
 
"Let all the filial sons and daughters of the past, who are the greatest and most loyal of all time, be 
completely mobilized and in the garden of revival, Hyojeong Cheonwon, with CheonBowon at its center. 
Let heavenly unified Korea and the heavenly unified world settle and achieve great victory for vision 
2027. 
 
"Gathering all the sincere jeongseong of the members of Heavenly Parents' Holy Community, blessed 
families, Cheon Il Guk Leaders, CheonBo families, and wishing for the longevity of the True Mother of 
Heaven, Earth and Humankind, the only begotten daughter, the Substantial Holy Spirit, I would like to 
offer this statement to Heaven in the name of Gi-seong Lee and Yun-jeong Jang. Aju" 
 
Following Rev. Gi-seong Lee's statement to Heaven, the presidents of heavenly Korea's five sub-regions -
- Jin-tae Joo, from the heavenly nation of Gyeong-in; Bo-guk Hwang, from the heavenly nation of 
Gyeonwon; Gyeong-duk Yoo, from the heavenly nation of Chungcheong; Sang-jae Lee, from the 
heavenly nation of Jeolla and Yeong-bae Park, from the heavenly nation of Gyeongsang -- offered 
everyone's Hyojeong Offering Papers through the Hyojeong Water as the Hyojeong Offering Ceremony 
to Heavenly Parent. Rev. Gi-seong Lee and his wife also officiated the Hyojeong Offering Ceremony. 
 
Prayer at the Tree of All Things 

 

Rev. Myung-gwan Lee, master of ceremonies for Part Two of the Great Works and the vice-president of 
the training center said to the gathering of members, "Let's put our hands together with a heart of 
gratitude toward our True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind for the great grace and blessing that 
we will receive through this 2021 Autumn Hyojeong CheonBo Special Great Works. 
 
"The theme of the CheonBo Great Works," he added, "is the successful establishment of a heavenly 
unified Korea and a heavenly unified world. The Autumn CheonBo Great Works has the grace of 
bestowing the heavenly blessing of heavenly fortune and the blessing of all things to all the members who 
attend. 



 

 

 
"Please after you receive the Special Holy Candle, offer sincere jeongseong with your family to create a 
foundation for the establishment of a heavenly unified world and heavenly unified Korea. I also pray that 
you become CheonBo families with filial sons and daughters who can successfully restore the nation in 
line with Vision 2023." 
 
"Respected Heavenly Parent: We will live with life or death resolve, investing everything that we have to 
accomplish the 2027 providence. As heavenly tribal messiahs, we will fulfill our mission and follow the 
path of filial sons and filial daughters who will liberate True Parents' hearts and follow the path of loyal 
servants. 
 
"We will lead the way in front of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind, with absolute faith, 
absolute love and absolute obedience and remain unchanged forever with that standard. We offer our 
deepest gratitude to Heavenly Parent and the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind who have 
given the greatest blessing of the inheritance of the special holy candle at the Tree of All Things. I would 
like to gather all the devotion of members from around the world and offer this prayer in the name of 
Myung-gwan Lee, a blessed central family member. Aju, aju, aju." Fumiko Goto, a soprano then sang 
"Amazing Grace" 
 

 
 
Ancestor Blessing 

 

Our ancestors from the first generation to the 430th who are participating in today's Blessing Ceremony 
are entering the hall to receive the Blessing. They have participated in the one-hundred-day workshop at 
the training center in the spiritual world and have become very beautiful, as clear and clean as crystal. 
They are now entering to receive the Blessing. 
 
Officiator Gi-seong Lee's Address 

 

If blessed families on earth become the owners of Cheon Il Guk and live lives centering on true love and 
support the movement to advance toward the unification of a heavenly world in the subject position with 
the earthly world in the object position, the substantial establishment of Cheon Il Guk will be 
accomplished. As a result, miraculous things will happen. 
 
The Cheonshimwon providence is taking place in order that this may be achieved. So, please become 
heavenly tribal messiah families who can be registered as CheonBo families and become Cheon Il Guk 
citizens by centering on Cheonshimwon, which is the main hall of jeongseong, the main hall of spiritual 
growth and the main hall of the spiritual providence and offer extreme jeongseong. You must attend 
Heavenly Parent so that the absolute good spiritual world can do its work. As a result, you need to 
become heavenly tribal messiah families and register as CheonBo families and become perfected Cheon Il 
Guk citizens. Wishing you success in all of this, I would like to finish my speech. 
 
Participants then guided their ancestors through the holy wine and holy water ceremonies. After a 
benediction prayer there was the exchange of rings, the proclamation of the Blessing, and to finish they 
all enjoyed a congratulatory song. 
 


